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The Alexander Collection 
The Alexander Centre
The Alexander Centre Community Interest Company was established 
in 2010 with the aim of maintaining and developing Gatefield House 
in Faversham (now renamed The Alexander Centre), as a cultural and 
community centre for all the people of Faversham and the surrounding 
area. This large Grade II Listed building (circa 1860) was originally  
built as a family home but from 1943 was used as the Faversham  
Town Hall and Council Offices. By 2010 the building had become too 
costly for the Borough Council to maintain and The Alexander Centre CIC  
took it over that year to operate the building for the local community  
on a commercial but not-for-profit basis; leasing office space and 
leasing/hiring out rooms and the main hall, as a venue for a wide  
range of business and community events.

Art in The Alexander Centre
Since 2010 The Alexander Centre CIC has made significant progress 
increasing income and carefully investing in and restoring this historic 
and prestigious building in the heart of Faversham.  It was apparent 
when the public rooms were restored that the walls could also become 
an asset to the community if we could use them to display and  
showcase modern art; so the idea of  The Alexander Collection was 
conceived. 
From the start The Alexander Collection was devised as a win-win 
opportunity for all concerned; for professional artists, by offering them 
up to a year-long showcase for their work at no cost to themselves;  
for the local community, providing an annual exhibition of quality 
artworks and for The Alexander Centre, benefiting from works of art 
on our walls that we could otherwise not afford, to enhance our visitor 
experience. 2020 will be the sixth season of the Collection. Each year 
to date we have displayed work of at least 4 professional artists in  
the ground floor public rooms.



We are proud to present:

Our Vision 

•	 To showcase the work of artists in surroundings that enhance 
both their work and the building, such that it becomes  
the event that artists aspire to participate in.

•	 Reserve a section of wall space each year for emerging artists.

In 2017 Pim Baxter, former Deputy Director at the National Portrait 
Gallery, became our first Patron of The Collection.

Our task for the 2020 Collection is to once again take advantage of Pim’s 
expertise to provide strategic guidance in developing the concept of 
The Alexander Collection even further, alongside our newly appointed 
curator, Kate Garcia.

The 6th
Alexander Collection

2020



Pim Baxter is in her third year as Patron of 
The Alexander Collection.
 
A local resident for many years, she has worked 
in the Arts both in Kent and in London having 
started her career at Kent Opera, followed by 
the Orchard Theatre in Dartford. 
 
After over eight years at the National Theatre 
she moved to the National Portrait Gallery, 
where she has spent the last twenty-two years, 
most recently as Deputy Director, and stepped 
down at the end of October 2019.

As well as her role as an arts adviser and  
coach she now concentrates on her non-
executive roles including being a Lay Canon and 
member of Chapter at St Paul’s Cathedral and  
a Governor of the Cathedral School.

This year she became a Trustee of Strawberry 
Hill House and Garden, near Twickenham 
and is also a Board member of Central School 
of Ballet. Closer to home Pim is the Chair of 
Faversham Counselling Services and a Governor 
of MidKent College.

She is a Kent Ambassador and was awarded 
an OBE in the 2015 New Year’s Honours for 
services to the Arts.

Pim Baxter OBE
Image: Sophie Gost



Pim says:
   “I am very much looking forward to the 
2020 Alexander Collection and seeing the work 
of our invited artists animating the walls of the 
Alexander Centre and being appreciated by the 
many different organisations and individuals 
who use the Centre throughout the year.

Under the skilful curation of Kate Garcia, and 
with the theme focussing on the environment 
and coast being of particular relevance, I hope 
this year’s work will be enjoyed by everyone.

A huge thank you to all those who are taking 
part, to Alison Fellows at the Alexander Centre 
for all her support, and to everyone who has 
made this year’s exhibition possible.“



Local Faversham artist, Kate Garcia has been 
welcomed into our team as curator of the 
Alexander Collection.

We invited her to create our catalogue for the 
2016 Alexander Collection and she has since 
created each year’s catalogue.

Kate has lived in Kent for a number of years, 
but moved to Faversham in 2012 during her 
studies. She was artistically inspired by the  
town while out on a walking trip with a friend 
from Canterbury. A multi-disciplined artist, Kate 
is also the director of Faversham-based Stripey 
Lizard Creative Services.

She is a research-loving natural-born geek; 
designer, maker, photographer and stone 
sculptor who has had her work displayed at 
galleries in Bath, Bristol, Canterbury, London, 
Holland and New York.

Most recently she has contributed to the East 
Kent Artists’ Open House for two years running 
and single-handedly built a workshop from 
scratch to work on her many projects.

This year sees Kate bringing together a group 
of artists whose work showcases not only our 
beautiful countryside and coastline, but the 
impact of humans on the environment.

Kate Garcia BA Hons
Image: Simon Shaw



Kate says:
“Having worked with the wonderful team at 
The Alexander Centre to produce this exciting 
catalogue over the past few years, it is a 
pleasure to have been engaged as the curator 
for this year’s Alexander Collection. 

I sincerely feel blessed to be able to work with 
such a great group of artists and look forward 
to what this year brings in terms of visitors and 
sales of works. 

Not only this, but I am delighted to add that we 
now have a dedicated page on the Alexander 
Centre website and an official Instagram feed 
(@the_alexandercollection) that we hope to 
use to bring you news of the artworks on show 
and the artists behind them.“







☎:  07749 444 008
:  www.stripeylizard.com
☞:  info@stripeylizard.co.uk

Illustration
Adobe CS

Graphic design
Mac tuition
Copywriting

Website building

STRIPEY LIZARD CREATIVE SERVICES LTD

Sign writing
Joinery
Restoration
Stonemasonry
Bespoke framing
Painting/decorating

Proud sponsors of  
The Alexander
Collection
2020
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Anthony Hook -  KCC



Simon 
Ashmore

Simon Ashmore is an artist who uses a wide range of photographic 
techniques - both analogue and digital - to create expressive, often 
abstract images.
Simon’s early career was as a documentary photographer  
working in East London in the 1990s. This experience equipped 
him with strong technical skills, a keen compositional eye, and an  
enduring love for what have now passed into memory as  
‘traditional’ photographic processes.
In recent years Simon has incorporated artistic influences beyond 
photography into his practice, with echoes of abstract impressionism 
most evident in much of his work. 
Reflecting on his artistic journey, Simon recently commented 
“I have come to realise that, instinctively, my art has moved  
from representational to conceptual; from being an exploration  
of one of  ‘other’, to one of  ‘self’.”
Simon exhibits widely and his first book I Am Not The Rain was  
published in January 2020 by Kozu Books. 

Follow him on Instagram @simonashmore.artist

simonashmore.com



#212236 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

Title / Description / Dimensions

300

£

#191156 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

#160159 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

300

300

Rockpool #I (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

300

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)



Rockpool #II (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

Title / Description / Dimensions

300

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

Rockpool #III (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

Till’s Hole #92 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

300

300

Till’s Hole #14 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

300



Till’s Hole #24 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

Title / Description / Dimensions

300

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

Sea #39 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

Sea #48 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

300

300

Sea #54 (detail) 
Framed giclee print on archival Canson 
Infinity Baryta Photographique paper
75cm x 55cm approx

300



Dominic 
Keshavarz

Dominic Keshavarz is an artist based in Kent and he is drawn to the 
quieter places in his local environment; the places that are frequently 
overlooked.
‘The subjects of the pictures aren’t necessarily the most 
important thing. I’m more interested in evoking a feeling in the 
viewer, trying to communicate how I felt in the landscape through the  
drawing. I use a stippling technique (small dotted marks) to build up 
areas of tonal variation. In some ways it’s a bit like a sculptural process 
as I’m carving out areas of shadow and light in order to create a 
representation of a space’
In this way Dominic hopes the works will suggest both an immediate 
sensation of a place and a more lingering contemplation of time passing 
in the space, much as one might experience by being in that place in 
nature.
Dominic was a finalist in the Ashurst Art Prize in 2016 and Columbia 
Threadneedle Prize in 2018. He won the Bowyer Drawing Prize in 2018.
Follow him on Instagram @dominickeshavarz

dominickeshavarz.com



Sole Street (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (original)
500mm x 307mm

Title / Description / Dimensions

750

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

Rostrenon (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (original) 
1550mm x 580mm

3000

Sheldwich Valley (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (original)
420mm x 297mm

750

Harty Ferry (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
420mm x 297mm

150



Abbeyfields (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (original) 
1000mm x 600mm

Title / Description / Dimensions

750

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

Swingbridge (detail) 
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
297mm x 420mm

On The Plain (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
420mm x 297mm

150

150

In The Valley (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
420mm x 297mm

150



Coastal Path (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print) 
420mm x 297mm

Title / Description / Dimensions

150

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

Menerbes (detail) 
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
420mm x 297mm

Bosahan Cove (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
420mm x 297mm

150

150

Bray (detail)
Pen and ink on paper
Framed (print)
420mm x 297mm

150



Alex Law

enquiries@
schoolofupholstery.com

Alex has been working as an upholsterer since the late 1980s. He has 
followed the traditional path from apprentice, through journeyman and 
on to Master Upholsterer.
Throughout his career Alex has worked with both traditional and more 
modern materials. He has developed products and natural sustainable 
seating systems for several leading national companies.  During his 
career he has worked at many high end workshops and for National 
organisations in the UK and Overseas.
Alex spent seven years teaching at the London Metropolitan University 
(now the Cass School of Art and Design), leading the Advanced Upholstery 
department.
Alex has written two books:  Quick and Easy Upholstery (CICO Books, 2008) 
and The Upholsterer’s Step-by-Step Handbook, (Pavillion, 2015), enabling 
everyone to have access to his extensive knowledge.

Follow him on Instagram: @alexlawdesigns

Photo courtesy of Simon Shaw



Beachclean D.N.A. (Hollow Shore) 
Framed original (detail) 
Marine plastic, mounted ink on paper. 
420mm x 240mm approx

Title / Description / Dimensions

280*

£

280*

Beachclean D.N.A. (Castle Coote) 
Framed original (detail) 
Marine plastic, mounted ink on paper. 
420mm x 240mm approx

280*

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

“Each cotton bud stick has its own tale to tell; combinations of organic 
and non-organic matter. Time, tide, distance and UV rays have left a 
uniquely individual appearance to each one. Every beach has its own 
combination, its own sequence, its own code. Each beach clean this code 
changes and evolves but by removing the plastic, the beach retains a 
fragile constant.” 

- Alex Law, Instagram post, January 2020

Beachclean D.N.A. (Seasalter W. End) 
Mounted and framed original (detail) 
Marine plastic, mounted ink on paper. 
420mm x 240mm approx



You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

“Cotton bud sticks are marine pollution, each location collects its 
own. I’m not in control of that, but I can intervene. Each work is a 
collective of individual sticks removed from the specific location 
indicated on the work. Each stick collects its own data and develops 
its own signature as it travels to the spot (place and time) where 
ultimately I collect it.
Together they are similar, but each strand has a unique story to tell.”

- Alex Law, Instagram post, January 2020

*30% of each work sold will be divided equally between Alex’s chosen 
charities: ‘The 2 Minute Foundation’ and ‘Plastic Free Faversham’ - 
and hopefully a few beach clean litterpicks or street cleans will be 
inspired by the work.

280*

Title / Description / Dimensions £

280*

Beachclean D.N.A. (Seasalter E. End) 
Mounted and framed original (detail) 
Marine plastic, mounted ink on paper. 
420mm x 240mm approx

Beachclean D.N.A. (Long Rock) 
Mounted and framed original (detail) 
Marine plastic, mounted ink on paper. 
420mm x 240mm approx



Jeff Lowe

jeff-lowe.com

Jeff Lowe came to prominence at the age of 21, whilst still a 
student at Saint Martin’s, through his first solo exhibition at 
the prestigious Leicester Galleries in London’s Cork Street in 
1974, before going onto represent Britain at the Paris Biennale.  
He was awarded the Sainsbury Award in 1973, and the  
Pollock-Krasner in 1993.

Lowe has taught at Reading University; Canterbury College of 
Art, London and the advanced course at Central Saint Martins. His 
significant exhibitions include the Hayward and Serpentine Galleries, 
London; Henry Moore Institute, Leeds; Ikon Gallery, Birmingham; 
Peggy Guggenheim, Venice; Galerie Josine Bockhoven, Amsterdam; 
Robert Steele Gallery, New York; Bodo Niemann Gallery, Berlin;  
Musee D’art Moderne, France and The National Gallery of Australia. 
Lowe lives and works in Kent and the Algarve, Portugal.  Jeff is 
represented by Pangolin London.

Follow him on Instagram: @jefflowesculptor

Steve Russell Studios, courtesy of Gallery Pangolin



Title / Description / Dimensions £

No #1 (detail) 
Giclee print, ed. 1/3
*Unframed: 841mm x 1189mm
(framed:  900mm x 1220mm)

No #3 (detail)
Giclee print, ed. 1/3
*Unframed: 841mm x 1189mm
(framed:  900mm x 1220mm)

750*
(1378)

750*
(1378)

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)



Harriet 
Peachey

Harriet Peachey studied Fine Art at Kent Institute of Art and Design,  
then went on to study photography in Brighton, and it  
was this very coastline where her love for the sea began. She  
would spend hours walking the beaches, photographing the vast  
seas and open skies, familiarising herself with the rugged and  
beautiful coast of Great Britain. 
 
She is currently focussing on the Kent coast where she now 
lives, making drawings and taking photos prior to returning 
to her studio, where she then creates her original art works. 
Harriet’s knowledge is shown through her effective way of  
carefully selecting fragments, and combining photographs, maps  
and tide timetables. 
Maps are an integral part of her work, incorporating them 
within her paintings to get a further identification of the locations, 
along with grid references within her collages. Then, by applying  
layers of brush strokes and fine drawing, the spirit of our varied  
coastline becomes familiar.

Follow her on Instagram: @harriet_peachey

harrietpeachey.co.uk 



Hythe, Study 1 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed original
400mm x 500mm approx.

Title / Description / Dimensions

250

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

150

150

150

Whitstable, Study 2 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.

Whitstable, Study 4 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.

Neptune, Study 2 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.



Title / Description / Dimensions

150

£

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)

Hastings, Study 3 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.

Camber, Study 1 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.

150

150

150

Hastings, Study 5 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.

Romney Marsh, Study 2 (detail)
Watercolour, printed graphics, photography
Framed print
500mm x 500mm approx.



Sophie 
Wykes

10 years ago, London-born Sophie Wykes returned to the UK from a 3 year 
jaunt in Bangkok and moved to Faversham (having only visited it once 
before). Perhaps one of her best decisions, it has proved an ideal town to 
raise two children and to rekindle her love of painting and drawing.

Having completed an Art Foundation at Middlesex University back in 1996, 
it did feel a bit like starting again from scratch, but over time a distinctive 
bright and playful style began to emerge. Since then Sophie has exhibited 
at the Horsebridge in Whitstable and Creek Creative, and taken part in the 
Artists Open Houses event in 2018.

Although principally a portrait artist, creating landscapes has allowed 
Sophie’s expertise in graphic design to inform her artistic style in this subject 
matter. Her works achieve balance through the careful composition of form 
and colour.

Follow her on instagram: @1million.sophs

sophiewykes@gmail.com



Title / Description / Dimensions £

Down By The Creek #3 (detail)
Oils on board
Framed original
300mm x 300mm approx

Down By The Creek #4 (detail)
Oils on board
Framed original
300mm x 300mm approx

300

300

Down By The Creek #1 (detail)
Oils on board
Framed original
300mm x 300mm approx

Down By The Creek #2 (detail)
Oils on board
Framed original
300mm x 300mm approx

300

300

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)



Title / Description / Dimensions

300

£

Down By The Creek #6 (detail)
Oils on board
Framed original
300mm x 300mm approx

300

Down By The Creek #5 (detail)
Oils on board
Framed original
300mm x 300mm approx

You may purchase artwork direct from the Artist or from  
Anne McLaren at Creek Creative (01795 535515)



Alumni Artists

2018
Andrew James - Brian Oxley - Joel Ely - John Wiltshire

Leo Cackett - Simon Davis - Simon Shaw
Emerging Artists: Robyn Milne and Theo Grace

2019
Tim Benson - Jeff Lowe - Gabrielle Nesfield - Perou 

Toby Pinn - Stephen Rose
Emerging Artist: Bonnie Johnson

2017
Josephine Harvatt - Moira Hyde - Estelle Jourd

Angela Rumble - Sarah Stokes

Aaron McArdle - Cherryl Fountain
Wendy Broer - Wendy McNaught

2016
Antony Bream - Barry Fincham - Cherryl Fountain

David Hayward - Paul Fowler

2015



Kindly sponsored by 
Anthony Hook for KCC


